2019 - 2020

ANNUAL REPORT
DIXON PARK SURF LIFE SAVING CLUB INCORPORATED
FOUNDED 1932

OUR MISSION IS TO SAVE LIVES,
CREATE GREAT AUSTRALIANS
AND BUILD BETTER COMMUNITIES

NOTICE OF
MEETING AND AGENDA
Notice is given that the Annual General Meeting of Dixon Park Surf Life Saving Club Inc. will be
held on Sunday 16th August 2020, from 3.00 to 4.00 pm, the first floor of the Club House, Ocean
Street, Merewether NSW 2291.
With reference to the DPSLSC Inc. Constitution (Dec 2016), only Active members, Reserve Active
members, Long Service members, Life members and Award* members have the right to present,
to debate and to vote at the Annual General Meeting. (* where granted)
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MESSAGE FROM
THE EXECUTIVE
It is with great pleasure I report on the 2019 – 2020 season
for Dixon Park Surf Life Saving Club. Our surf life saving
club grew out of a band of young men who established a
presence on the beach, in the form of a rudimentary shed in
1932. Our mission is to save lives, create better Australians
and build better communities. Dixon Park Surf Life Saving
Club continues to grow and build a solid foundation for
sustainability, growth, and development. The opening
of the refurbishment works at the start of the season
provides testimony of the work of our volunteer members in
supporting the community in life saving services. While at
the same time advancing the ideals of those first members
from 1932.
August 2019 was the official opening of the
Dixon Park refurbishment project. This was a
partnership between the City of Newcastle,
the NSW Government, Dixon Park SLSC and
Ability Links. The project included a muchneeded upgrade to the lifesaving spaces on
the ground floor of the club. This comprised
new change rooms for all members, an audiovisually equipped training space, kitchenette,
office space, re-surfacing and opening of the
lifesaving areas. Plus, the installation of a hoist to
better handle IRB hulls.
We can proudly state that ‘no lives were lost’
whilst Dixon Park beach was patrolled. The
season has been very successful and rewarding
for the Club in all dimensions; culture, lifesaving,
education, nippers, surf sports, functions,
administration, finance, community and socially.
My thanks and appreciation to our members
who were involved in and contributed to
patrols and lifesaving services, education and
training, nipper development and organisation,
coaching and the numerous and varied
functions of the Club. Without your selfless
contribution, the Club could not meet its core
responsibilities and have such a great season.
Toni O’Donoghue, Director of Life Saving,
coordinated the 10 patrol teams that
volunteered their time and skills to support the
beach-going community each weekend and
public holiday during the season.
Surfguard data indicates the proactive nature
of the members when on patrol. The number
of rescues may be low. This is a direct effect of
the preventative actions taken by the patrolling
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Congratulations to the major award winners:
Recipient

Award

Ross Burgess

Lifesaver of the Year

Mark Kirkpatrick

Volunteer of the Year

Blake Masters

Junior Life Saver of the Year
(Hunter Branch)

Patrol #4
Ross Burgess (PC), Sam Burgess,
Stuart Barnett, Tom Newman,
Brad Newman, Hamish Stuart,
Toby Stuart, and Ben Tuynman

Patrol of the Year

members when on patrol. The data also
identifies the importance of the IRB, “the
rubber duck”, as a rescue asset.
Along with the other Clubs in the Branch,
Dixon Park trialled the new Bronze Medallion
and Surf Rescue Certificate courses which
saw a revised curriculum, with an online
component as well as modified assessment
criteria. This program was led by Stuart
Barnett, Director of Education. Whilst the
experience was very different to previous
years the courses ran smoothly and
our candidates were successful at their
assessment. In conjunction with the trial
of the new course Dixon Park SLSC once
again offered the “lifesaver award” in our
Bronze Medallion course. This means that
candidates finish the course with the Bronze
Medallion, Advanced Resuscitation, Spinal,
Radio Operators and First Aid certificate. As a
result, we have the benefit of more qualified
lifesavers which in turn improves our Patrol
strength.
The Club also offered the Surf Rescue
Certificate to the under 14 squad. This group
is always enthusiastic and have now joined
our patrolling ranks. We look forward to
seeing them back to complete their Bronze
Medallion in the future. This season the Club
also dealt with Patrol, Award and Junior
Activity proficiencies, carrying out and
processing 484 proficiencies prior to Christmas
2019. The Junior Activities section of the Club
also offered and completed the relevant Surf
Aware, Surf Play, Surf Safe and Surf Smart
awards for the Nippers.
Our surf sports competitors were looking
forward to capping off the season with the

Aussies 2020. Unfortunately, the weekend of 22
March signalled the close of the season both
on the beach and for competition. Special
acknowledgement of the success of Lisa
Wright (Beach Flags and Beach Sprint @ State),
Paul Brady (Beach Flags @ State) and Dean
Rowe (2km Beach Run, Maters and Open @
State) and Gavin Stewart (Swim, Board and
Ski @ Branch). The Masters and Women Boat
crews continue to be dominant at all levels
of competition, Branch, State, and the Streets
series. Thank you to Tim Wilkinson, Director
of Surf Sport, for his work in encouraging all
members of the Club to participate in a range
of surf life saving activities. All of which, go
to develop the skills of the individual and the
community culture of the Club.
The Club is very appreciative of the generous
support it receives from its sponsors – Sangerz,
QOH Architects, Allied Pickfords, Ryan Ansell
Investment Solutions, Shy Skin Beachwear, Care
Dental, Ausure Insurance, Vogue Residential,
Port Waratah Coal Services, Piggott’s
Pharmacy and Frame Promotional Products. I
would refer you to the Thank You to Sponsors
section of this annual report. These funds are
invested directly back into the services and
activities of the club for benefit of members
and the community.
The ‘business’ of surf life saving clubs
which was already immersed in a world of
compliance is now working through a host
of recommendations that will allow clubs to
function in the COVID-19 world. The members
can be confident in the Club’s governance
and management processes. Executive
members meet on a regular basis to monitor
the various dimensions of the Club that are
directed to addressing our vision “to save lives,
create better Australians and build better
communities.” On behalf of the members,
we thank the members of the Executive
Committee and the Junior Committee for
their dedication, expertise, and generous
contribution to the Club. I would also thank
the team at Hunter Surf Life Saving for their
ongoing support and advice to the Club.

Finally, on behalf of the Club we acknowledge
and thank Bernadette Cutler (Junior Activities
Manager) and Stuart Barnett (Director of
Education) who will not be continuing as
members of the Executive Committee for
the 2020-2021 season. Bernadette provided
significant leadership to guide the 215 nippers
through the season. Bernadette along with
other members of the Junior Committee
displayed what is means to work as a cohesive
unit. Their goal was to provide a happy,
caring, and fun environment that will attract
and retain the young people we need and
to provide strong leadership, responsiveness,
and flexibility in our changing environment.
Stuart Barnett, our Director of Education, will
be stepping aside of the Director of Education
position. I am sure that all at Dixon Park and
Hunter Branch are very thankful to have had
Stuart in this position. Stuart’s dedication,
knowledge, skill, and leadership has been a
significant presence in our Club. His wisdom
in all areas of the Club have been invaluable
in informing the Executive Committee and
the operations of the Club for many years
(decades!).
We look forward to seeing you back at Dixon
Park Surf Life Saving Club for an even better
season in 2020 – 2021.
Peter Brown
Director Administration
(on behalf of the Executive Committee)

We continue to strengthen our governance
and management as a foundation for
development, growth, and sustainability. This
is evident through ongoing changes and
enhancements to our administration, systems,
and processes.
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The Executive group meets on a regular basis.
Agendas, reports, action plans and minutes not
only satisfy the requirements of governance
and compliance, but more importantly
provides a forum for open discussion and
transparent decision making.

ADMINISTRATION
REPORT
As a surf life saving club and an emergency service
organisation, Dixon Park can reflect on several key
successes. The support of its membership allowed all patrol
requirements to be achieved. This includes the provision
of trained personal to cover the beach on both Saturdays,
Sundays, and Public Holidays. Nipper membership
continues to grow. Well organised parent supervisors
and water safety personnel provide opportunities for the
next generation to experience the beach and surf. The
investment in education and training, gives newer members
the confidence to participate in patrol activities. Members
are challenged and supported in meeting their sporting
goals in the surf sports area.

patrol hours were
logged for the season

9

rescues

MANY

preventative actions

1600

awards including
proficiencies
(thanks to Stuart Barnett)

Peter Brown
Director of Administration and Public Officer
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Cancelled

The patrolling season was abruptly halted
in early March due to social distancing
requirements, given the COVID 19 event.

2719.55

No Meeting

Dixon Park Surf Life Saving Club members
could now experience a club with enviable
change rooms, showers, toilets, accessible
areas, a dedicated training space,
kitchenette, office, gym, and new lifesaving
spaces. Members have spent this season
trialling the placement of equipment within
the new life saving space. Patrol Captains
providing input into appropriate workflows
and the storage of equipment. Accessibility
has certainly been improved and life saving
services are now more centralised and
functional.

Statistics for the 2019 – 2020 Season

As well as the visible indicators of a surf life
saving club, Dixon Park has also fulfilled its
compliance obligations. Behind the scenes,
activities like contact lists, call-out teams,
equipment checks, financial monitoring and
communication processes have all contributed
to another successful year for Dixon Park.
Addressing these mandatory compliance
obligations enables the Club to participate
in the process of securing grants. Dixon Park
is one of 314 incorporate surf life saving clubs

across the country. Many of these clubs and
other organisations are actively seeking
financial assistance for their projects. Our level
of compliance has significantly contributed
to our success in securing financial support.
Grant money from the NSW Government’s
Community Building Partnerships program
allowed the Club to design and purchase 2
mobile rescue board trailers. These trailers allow
for a more flexible use of the lifesaving space.
The Australian Government, through the Beach
Safety Equipment Fund (BSEF), provides funds
to surf clubs for the purchase of essential safety
equipment. These funds along with funding
from the City of Newcastle have been used to
purchase a new IRB hull, at an approximate
cost of $14,000.

P = Present A = Apology

Vale Peter Jarvis Woodward (Prong) - Life Member Dixon Park SLSC

471

members

Peter died in January this year aged 85 years. He joined Dixon Park in 1948 at 14 years of age. He
served as President from 1967 to 1974 and was awarded Life Membership in 1974 for services to
the Club.
He was the key driver in the obtaining the present Club House, and later, a liquor license for
fundraising activities.

Patrol #7

the last patrol of the
Season.
Lockdown 22 March 2020
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Peter was a leader, fierce ski competitor, and mentor to a group of competitors who brought
great distinction to the Club in the late 60’s and early 70’s.
As a mark of respect, present Life Members preceded his casket at his funeral service.
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LIFE SAVING
REPORT

FINANCE
REPORT
Kicking off the 2019 - 2020 season with the upgraded
club facilities set the tone for the year ahead. With greater
flexibility in booking functions and the improved facilities
available to members Dixon Park enjoyed an increase in the
number of functions booked and the revenue from the bar.
Much like other businesses in our community,
the financial year was a tale of two vastly
different periods, pre and post COVID-19.
During the summer months the club yielded
great results in the function space. Dixon Park
enjoyed a healthy and strong bookings across
weddings, engagements, Christmas parties
and many more.
With unprecedented times causing the closure
of the club facilities due to the COVID-19
pandemic, Dixon Park saw the cancellation or
postponement of some bookings. This inability
to open our function space diminished the
capacity for Dixon Park to have a steady
stream of income leading into the end of the
financial year.
At the time of writing, the future of the
bookings space is unknown and it is uncertain
when the club will be able to return at full
capacity. With that said the comforting fact is
that the club has built a strong financial base in
previous years, allowing Dixon Park to continue
lifesaving operations and weather the storm in
uncertain times. In addition to this, members
should be aware that this financial base was
built on heavily during the summer months with
the success of our functions and bar revenue.
Perhaps the most fortunate aspect of the
pandemic from a financial perspective is the
timing. Coming into the quieter months of the
year for functions, Dixon Park did not have to
forfeit the large number of bookings that were
seen during the summer months.
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SLSA Mission - We save lives, create great Australians and build better communities
Dixon Park has also enjoyed some upgrades
and equipment coming from our grants
funding. In the 2019/2020 financial year
Dixon Park enjoyed a total grants income of
approximately $20k. This has been used on
key areas such as a new IRB hull and portable
board racking for the senior club. Sponsors
provided approximately $9k of revenue for the
club. These figures along with the success of
the functions and bar space mentioned above
resulted in a net surplus of $50,546.72.
At the end of financial year, the club had cash
reserves totalling $372k. Of this amount, Dixon
Park expects to have an approximate $60k
commitment to the City of Newcastle Council
to close out the building project. This will leave
the club with cash reserves just over $310k. Of
this amount, the club has $29k in unearned
income resulting from deposits prepaid on
functions which have been postponed due to
COVID-19. If these functions go ahead without
being affected by the pandemic, the cash
reserve figure will not be affected.
Considering the interruptions that COVID-19
had to club operations, the club remains in
a strong position to be able to bounce back
from the temporary shutdown and build further
on the sturdy financial base built in previous
years.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our
bookkeeper Alison Wooden for her continued
support and advice to the club in that role.
Additionally, I’d like to thank my predecessor
Geoff Wooden for his support handing over the
role allowing for a smooth transition.
Reece Faulkner
Director of Finance

Patrolling members are the lifeblood of our surf club.
Without each of our patrolling members giving generously
of their time and expertise every season, we would be
unable to fulfil the SLSA mission of ‘saving lives, creating
great Australians and building better communities’.
The 2019/20 season was the beginning of a
new era for patrol members at Dixon Park
with the completion of the newly renovated
operational area for lifesaving activities. The
purpose-built space provided safe access and
storage for all lifesaving equipment, modern
amenities for club members and a versatile
club room for a range of activities. Our 10
patrol groups were able to start the season on
a positive note operating from these impressive
facilities.
Our patrol captains are a vital part of the
lifesaving operation, providing leadership
and support to our patrolling members. They
manage their patrols to provide appropriate
coverage of the beach each weekend and
their wealth of experience and expertise
ensures the safety of beach goers. For the
2019-20 season our Patrol Captains were;-

The naming of Patrol of the Year is always a
highlight of the end of season awards. As
always competition during the 2019-20 season
was very close making the final decision a
difficult one. Congratulations to Patrol 4, led
by Patrol Captain Ross Burgess, who were
awarded the honour. They are a small but
committed group with a combination of
very experienced members as well as those
who were undertaking their first full season
with the bronze medallion. Their high level of
preventions and self-management proved
the deciding factor in a what is always a very
close result.

Patrol of the Year – Members
Ross Burgess PC
Stuart Barnett
Sam Burgess
Brad Newman

Patrol 1

Peter Wilkinson

Patrol 2

Carl Audley /Dean Rowe

Patrol 3

Adrian Parker

Hamish Stuart

Patrol 4

Ross Burgess

Toby Stuart

Patrol 5

Jon Baker

Patrol 6

Earl Rennie

Patrol 7

Mark Kirkpatrick

Patrol 8

Scott Gibson/Kesley Kernes

Patrol 9

John Humphries

Patrol 10

Neil Caddis

Tom Newman

Ben Tuynman
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Season 2019-20 was a season like no other with
patrols ceasing abruptly on 22.03.20 due to
COVID19 restrictions. Our statistics across the
reduced season from 28th September 2019 to
22nd March 2020, included the attendance
of 27,430 people at Dixon Park beach during
patrol hours. Patrolling members provided
support and protection for the community for
2,719 hours, they undertook 366 preventative
actions, attended to 24 first aid incidents
and performed 9 rescues from the surf. The
extremely hot summer saw huge crowds on
our beaches each weekend and our patrols
worked tirelessly to ensure the safety of the
beach going public, with no fatalities on our
watch.

Special mention must also be made of those
members who completed 100% of their patrol
hours - Cassie Barnett, Laura Barnett, Peter
Brown, Ross Burgess, Neil Caddis, Peter Eden,
John Humphries, Mark Kirkpatrick, Natalie
Lantry, Anthony Marsh, Toni O’Donoghue,
Adrian Parker, Darren Pateman and Mark
Wright. These members gave freely and
generously of their time and expertise to
support their own and other patrol groups as
required.

Patrol audits periodically undertaken by
Hunter Branch, provided feedback regarding
compliance with standard operating
procedures and directed focus to those areas
where additional effort was required. This
allowed for regular review of the quality and
consistency of our patrol services.
The commitment of our patrolling members
allowed us to keep the beach-going public
safe on all Saturdays, Sundays and public
holidays during the season, and they should be
extremely proud of the work that they do. We
hope to see all our members return to the Club
in the 2020-21 season with renewed energy
and commitment to the SLSA mission.
Toni O’Donoghue
Director of Life Saving (Club Captain)

Surf Life Saving – Our Story
We are a can do movement.
Optimistic at every turn.
Eternally vigilant.
Forever serving Australia.
For we believe in life.
In the sanctity of life
And in our great Australian way of life
We support it. We protect it. We celebrate it.
We are Surf Life Saving
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JUNIOR ACTIVITIES (NIPPERS)
REPORT
I would like to thank the 2019-2020 committee for all the
hard work and effort during the season. It truly requires a
group effort to make the junior actives run smoothly and
give our nippers a great experience.
This group of people have been an extremely
effective Junior Committee making lots of
changes in its 5 years together to make the
Nippers program the success it is today. It has
taken a lot of commitment and time and I
would like to personally thank each of them for
their years of service.
This is a fantastic opportunity for parents to
consider how they can help and get involved
in the committee to make sure Dixon Park
Nippers continues to thrive and succeed in
its primary goal of teaching and guiding our
children in Surf Life Saving Practices.
Thank you to the Executive Committee for their
support this season. Every request we have
had has been met with a positive response.
Thank you to the Club sponsors that supported
the club for the 2019-2020 season. The support
provided, has enabled the Junior Committee
to effectively run the Nippers program and
fund the club shirts at no extra cost to our
Nippers. We hope all the sponsors will be on
board again in the 2020-2021 season.
This year we saw our Nippers numbers stabilize
at 215, a slight decrease in Nippers from the
previous season. While the younger age
groups numbers were again traditionally strong
(ages 6 to 9) it was encouraging to see a high
retention rate and even new Nippers into the
older age groups (Ages 10 to 14).
The committee again took a strong approach
to the registration process with the registration
cut-off date remaining in place.

Our pool proficiency rate was almost 100%
across all age groups with only a hand full of
Nippers not completing the pool proficiency
before the season started or by the 2nd week
of Nippers. The Ocean proficiency saw several
postponed attempts due to surf conditions.
The junior committee next season may need to
ask for assistance from Branch in securing an
assessor for all these proficiencies.
This season saw the number of Age Managers
/ Assistant Age Managers stabilize. We were
easily able to achieve the required ratio of 1
age Manager to every 20 Nippers in every age
group. The Club ran Age Manager training
during the season to have our Age Managers
fully accredited.
The Club did see a couple of parents
complete their Bronze. These parents will be
able to assist with water safety in the future.
The safety of the Nippers is paramount and
especially at our beach where the conditions
can be challenging. Thank you to all the
parents that provided water safety this year.
The Junior Committee continued to focus on
improving the communication between the
Club and parents via the use of the Surfguard
SMS and email system and Facebook. We
also continued our Sunday morning briefing
before Nippers to ensure that parents were
well informed and up to date with current
information.
This season we saw smaller number of
carnival representatives but there were some
impressive results. The club supported the
Nippers that wished to compete by covering
branch carnival entry fees as well as entries to
the state carnival.
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Thank you to Tim who organised the mid-week
swim and beach training. This is an area that
the Junior Committee would like to expand.
Merchandise and swimwear ran without any
major issue this season. The work put into
the club shirt paid off with our Nippers being
easily identifiable not only at Dixon Park but
also at surf carnivals which gave our sponsors
great exposure. The Junior Committee now
has relationships with all suppliers which will
make the process even easier going forward.
The forward planning and ordering at the
registration day worked well this season.
The Club provided two fantastic events;
the Christmas party and end of season
presentation and disco. This Club is a family
club with a family culture and it was great
to see so many of our families enjoying the
sunshine, BBQ and jumping castles on the
Dixon Park grass area.
We had two successful joint Nippers Skills days
with Nobby’s Nippers. They joined us at Dixon
Park in November, and we attended Nobby’s
for a skills day in December. This was a great
collaboration between the two clubs and
all the Nippers had a great day on both
occasions.

Thanks to all parents that helped this year. The
Nippers program is run entirely by volunteers
and without the help of parents volunteering
their time we would not be able to give our
Nippers such a great experience at Dixon Park
SLSC.
Special Mention - Surf Rescue Certificate
(SRC). Congratulations to the U14 Nippers that
completed their SRC this season.
• Blake Masters
• Jude Biswas
• Lillian Miller
• Hannah Choi
Very Special Mention – Winner Junior Life
Saver of the Year Award
A massive congratulations to Blake Masters
who was the winner of the Junior Life Saver of
the Year Award this season. This is an Award
given by Hunter Branch, after a nomination
and interview process. The Award is presented
at the Annual Branch Carnival in front of all
Surf Clubs, it is quite an achievement and
we are all extremely proud of Blake and his
achievements.
Lastly and most importantly, thanks to the
Nippers. Seeing the kids having fun, trying their
best, improving their skills and being confident
is what Nippers is about.
Bernadette Cutler
Junior Activities Manager

EDUCATION
REPORT
In what turned out to be a very different season the
training of members was primarily handled by Stuart
Barnett as the Clubs Chief Training Officer. I would
especially like to thank Laura and Cassie Barnett who
assisted with training and provided water safety throughout
the season.
Thanks also to Ross Burgess and Adrian Parker
who provide some occasional expert training
to the candidates. In addition to those
mentioned above I thank all of those club
members, friends and parents who assisted
with water safety, generally.
Along with the other Clubs in the Branch
Dixon Park trialed the proposed new Bronze
Medallion and Surf Rescue Certificate courses
which saw a revised curriculum, with an online
component as well as modified assessment
criteria. Whilst the experience was very
different to previous years the courses ran
smoothly and our candidates were successful
at the assessments.
In conjunction with the trial of the new course
we once again offered the “lifesaver award”
in our Bronze Medallion course. This means that
candidates finish the course with the Bronze
Medallion, Advanced Resuscitation, Spinal,
Radio Operators and First Aid certificate. As
a result we have the benefit of more qualified
lifesavers which in turn bolsters our Patrol
strength.
The Club also offered the Surf Rescue
Certificate to our under 14 squad. This group
is always enthusiastic and have now joined
our patrolling ranks. We look forward to seeing
them back to complete their Bronze Medallion
in the future.
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Overall the Club processed 630 new Awards
this season between the Senior and Junior
Club.
This season the Club also dealt with Patrol,
Award and Junior Activity proficiencies,
carrying out and processing 484 proficiencies
prior to Christmas 2019. This is an important
part of the season and takes a considerable
amount of time on the part of the Education
team, Patrol Captains, Nippers Committee and
Age Managers.
Over the course of the season the Club ran
a Bronze Medallion course, A Surf Rescue
Certificate course, Advanced Resuscitation,
Spinal, Radio Operators and First Aid Courses.
The Junior Activities section of the Club also
offered and completed the relevant Surf
Aware, Surf Play, Surf Safe and Surf Smart
awards for the Nippers.
As we enter a new season and with Stuart
stepping down as Chief Training Officer It is very
important that the Club build the Education
team. With retirements, work commitments
and general attrition the team has lost many of
its numbers. We are in need of Trainers, content
experts and Bonze Medallion qualified water
safety personnel. Where necessary training
will be provided. Please consider offering
your services and encourage those who you
think would be suitable in these roles to step
up. Without qualified members we cannot
maintain patrol strength and without Patrol
strength we have no club.
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SURF SPORTS
REPORT
It has been another successful season for several our members,
in both the individual and team competitions. Unfortunately, due
to the COVID19 pandemic the Australian titles was cancelled

AWARD RECIPIENTS

this season.

BRONZE MEDALLION

FIRST AID

INDIVIDUAL COMPETITION

Daniel Connor, Thomas Marsh, Ellen Martin,
Jack Noble, Sam Toole

Daniel Connor, Thomas Marsh, Ellen Martin,
Jack Noble, Sam Toole

SURF RESCUE CERTIFICATE

RADIO OPERATOR

Jude Biswas, Hannah Choi, Blake Masters,
Lillian Miller

Daniel Connor, Thomas Marsh, Ellen Martin,
Jack Noble, Sam Toole, Jude Biswas, Hannah
Choi, Blake Masters, Lillian Miller

There was a good showing of individuals giving
their all at the carnivals this season. The club
has a strong tradition of athletes reaching
the top of their respective sports and this year
we did our best. Results for the Hunter Branch
and State titles are listed below. Due to the
COVID19 pandemic the Australian titles was
cancelled.

ADVANCED RESUSCITATION
Peter Brown, Mark Wright, Dale Laverty, Daniel
Connor, Thomas Marsh, Ellen Martin, Jack
Noble, Sam Toole

SILVER MEDALLION BASIC BEACH
MANAGEMENT
Andrew Stimson

SPINAL MANAGEMENT
Peter Brown, Mark Wright, Dale Laverty, Daniel
Connor, Thomas Marsh, Ellen Martin, Jack
Noble, Sam Toole
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Stuart Barnett
Chief Training Office/Director of Education

Hunter Branch title
•

Gavin Stewart – 2nd surf swim, 3rd
board, 3rd ski (Masters 55-59 age)

State titles
•

Lisa Wright – 1st beach flags, 1st Beach
sprint (Masters 30-34 age)

•

Paul Brady – 1st beach flags
(Masters 60-64 age)

•

Dean Rowe – 2nd 2km beach run
(Masters 35-40 age), 7th 2km beach run
(Opens)

SURF BOAT COMPETITION
It certainly was a mixed season for the
Boat Crews. Carnival dates, injuries, work
commitments, the disappearance of Stockton
Beach and finally Covid19 all contributed to a
lacklustre season.
The 240 Master’s Crew again had some
success. First in the Branch, 2nd at the State
Titles and fourth in the truncated Street’s series
was reward for continued effort. The Open
Women won their division of the Street’s, 2nd in
the Branch and a solid performance at State
was pleasing.
We are indebted to the continued competitive
membership of Shane Barclay who sweeps
all our crews. This year two crews transferred
from Nobby’s towards the end of the season
so Shane could sweep them at the State
Titles. The 180’s Woman’s crew were 1st at
the Branch and 4th at the State. Well done!
The reserve crew with two novice rowers
performed well in both the Branch and the
State Titles, unfortunately missing medals at
both. Their highlight was cracking a great
wave at the State Titles.
As people are aware to compete at the State
Titles clubs must have at least one official. We
would again like to thank Kim Holdom – State
official ex-DP rower who now lives at Kingscliffe
– for being that official again in 2020.
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All our crews will be back again for more
competing in the 2020-21 season. Boat rowers
are:
Masters Men 240’s
Ian Kerr, Paul Hunt, Paul Murray, Peter Wilkinson,
Sweep Shane Barkley
Open Women – Dixon Park Rangers
Alexander Garnham, Bree Williams (replaced
Bec Davies at Christmas), Cassie Screen, Kate
Handley, Sweep Shane Barkley
Master’s Women (180’s) Nobby’s I
Jackie Ryan, Tracey Shearer, Fiona Oehme,
Claire McAuthur, Sweep Shane Barkley

SURF SWIM TRAINING
Tuesday surf swimming continued on Tuesday
afternoons. This season saw several fit and
dedicated surf swimmers turn up each week
for a dip.
Look out for some exciting events for next
season. Come down and enjoy the benefits
and a popular way for members to get surf
fit and make us better at our core reason for
existence, saving lives!
CONGRATULATIONS to all our competitors and
thank you for your excellent efforts this season.

AUDITED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR 1ST JULY 2019 TO 30TH JUNE 2020

Tim Wilkinson
Director of Surf Sports

Reserve Women Nobby’s II
Fiona Oehme, Jackie Ryan, Amy Phillips,
Samantha Phillips, Sweep Shane Barkley
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THANK YOU
TO OUR SPONSORS
Our local community sponsors

National and NSW sponsors of Surf Life Saving
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MEMBERSHIP
2019 - 2020
Life Member

Long Service

Jacintha

Floyd

Ben

Parsons

Shane

Barclay

Katrina

Friend

Colin

Pearce

Matthew

Criss

Vanessa

Gebhard

Scott

Perrett

Allan

Gordon

Karne

Gleeson

Janarra

Piva

Scott

Goodwin

Rebecca

Purins

Rhyall

Gordon

James

Ramsey

Skye

Gordon

Ben

Rayfield

Wesley

Gray

Geoffrey

Rees

Allan

Green

Sarah

Rees

Kellie

Grice

WAYNE

Reid

Joel

Griffiths

Tania

Rigby

Breearna

Habgood

Blake

Robertson

Eden

Hamon

Melissa

Robson

Kate

Handley

Lauren

Rogers

Joel

Hartcher

Jackie

Ryan

Paul

Hazell

Justin

Ryba

Brooke

Heaton

Mark

Scanlon

Alexis

Hergenhan

John

Seidel

Karen

Hillard

Amanda

Shamley

DAVID

Hodgson

Ryan

Shannon

Jessica

Hodgson

Jasmin

Shumack

Andrew

Holahan

Sarah

Skehan-Ryba

Douglas

Hunt

Dale

Slater

Edwina

Hunter

Ashlee

Slomka

Terry

Huttley

Cayley

Smith

Jemma

Jackson

Hayley

Stathis

Rachel

James

Nathan

Stobbart

Sigrid

Johnson

Jennifer

Stojanow

Amanda

Jurrissen

Jo

Stuart

Meegan

Kavanagh

Constadine

Tagaroulias

Sarah

Keats

Troy

Tarrant

Marcia

Keenan Mifsud

Sarah

Taufua

Stephen

Kelly

Luke

Tedesco

Christine

Lambess

Penny

Toole

Elise

Lancaster

Sam

Toole

Jasmine

Lancaster

Kim

Toomey

Kenneth

Leach

Laura

Townson

San

Leung

Samantha

Tsiaousis

Nick

Marks

Simon

Upton

Grant

Mascini

Julia

Van Huisstede

Sharni

Mason

Jo

Walker

Krystal

Matthews

Kat

Wallace

Claire

McArthur

Tom

Wasley

David

McArthur

Scott

Ware

Samantha

Miller

Amanda

Watson

Krista

Monkhouse

James

Welch

Madonna

Mullins

Lee

Welch

Stephen

Naylor

Daniel

Wells

Corey

Newham

Kylie

White

Ryan

Niszczot

Sally

Whittaker

Damien

O'Brien

Nathan

Wicks

Fiona

Oehme

Antoinette

Yager

Megghan

O'Garey

Active Member (18 yrs and over)

Andrew

Mawer

John

Grieg

Troy

McClelland

Marc

Henty

Stuart

Barnett

Ashlee

Paul

Brady

Cassandra

Barnett

Kate

McIntosh

Christopher

Hills

Peter

Brown

Laura

Barnett

Natasha

McIntosh

Paul

Hunt

Wally

Eather

Stuart

Barnett

Duncan

McKinlay

Ian

Kerr

Carl

Greer

Jude

Biswas

Lillian

Miller

Dale

Laverty

Ross

Burgess

Thomas

Newman

Paul

McGuire

Sam

Burgess

Brad

Noble

Kenneth

Nolan

Kye

Bush

Jack

Noble

Loui

Roussos

Caitlin

Byrnes

Toni

ODonoghue

Allan

Stace

DAVID

Byrnes

Adrian

Parker

Lisa

Wright

Caddis

David

Parkinson

Hannah

Choi

Darren

Pateman

Daniel

Connor

Tamsin

Pearce

Ray
Warren

Harman
Hinchliffe

Bruce

MacDonald

Arthur

Mawkes

Richard

McWhinney

Paul

Murray

Brett

Norris

Neil

Antcliff

Associate
Michael

Allen

Cathryn

Anderson

Peter

Norris

Matthew

Criss

Dean

Rowe

Scott

Bacon

Trevor

Owen

Alan

Cross

Levon

Rush

Dianne

Bancroft

Geoffrey

Padgett

Chad

Dagwell

David

Earl

Rennie

James

Downey

Leanne

Ryan

John

Beasley

David

Ringland

Peter

Eden

Molly

Ryan

Leasa

Beasley

Ian

Faulkner

Alexandra

Ryba

Leena

Beker

Reece

Faulkner

Casandra

Screen

Melanie

Besse

Brian

Fisher

Joao

Silveirinha

Aleksandr

Fitzgerald

David

Smith

Fitzgerald

Kyle

Smith

Adam

Flood

Gavin

Stewart

Alexandra

Garnham

Andrew

Stimson

Sarah

Gebhard

Hamish

Stuart

Doug

Sault

Kenneth

Screen

Jack

Tomlinson

John

Tongue

Peter

Wilkinson

Life Members (Deceased)
N

Brown

Hugh

Clifford

Doug

Eades

W

Haynes

V

Holt

James

Johnson

William

McIntosh

Harold

McLardy

J

O’Rielly

Jack

Owen

F

Parker

W

Parker

Reginald

Parkinson

T

Purdon

J

Rouke

Kevin

Smith

Edward

Swain

Peter

Woodward

Declan

Ryan

Michael

Barnes

Brandon

Betts

Megan

Boardman

Deanna

Bonevski

Nicole

Braddish

Tia

Brady

Dominic

Brown

Grant

Burr

Greg

Goodwin

Toby

Stuart

timothy

Burt

Allan

Gordon

Sam

Toole

Alan

Chapman

Chris

Harvey

Mark

Vergot

Peter

Choi

Marc

Henty

Timothy

Wilkinson

Kieran

Clark

Matthew

Hickey

Breeannan

Williams

Ben

Clibborn

John

Humphries

Lisa

Wright

Daniel

Connor

Paul

Hunt

Mark

Wright

Kesley

Kernes

Amy

Kirkpatrick

Mark

Kirkpatrick

Natalie
Dale

Reserve Active
Anderson

Lantry

Richard

Finlay-Jones

Laverty

Brian

Fisher

Marsh

Thomas

Marsh

Michael

Ellen

Martin

Past Active

Clarinda

Masters

Peter

Joshua

Masters

Daniel

Matzen
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Conserdyne

Emma

Creasey

Patrick

Adrian

Anthony

Emma

Pearce

Harper

Creasey

Cassandra

Criss

Brett

Cruden

Steven

Cunningham

Bernadette

Cutler

Shane

Cutler

Lisa

Dann

Pedro

Diaz

Renee

Donnan

Melanie

Doran

Jason

Elliot

Cassie

Fitzpatrick
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